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Abstract 

Turkey and its authoritarian policies are in the headlines: the topic of Syrian refugees and the 

EU – Turkey deal, gross human rights violations, repression against opposition parties, and last 

but not least the withdrawal from the Istanbul Convention in March 2021. Heavy protests of 

feminist activist groups are demanding the end of gender-based violence and femicide.  

Against this background, the thesis investigates the reasons for the rapidly rising number of 

femicides in Turkey since 2008. It is argued that femicides are not isolated, individualized acts. 

Rather, they need to be grasped by the present social, political, and gendered context of Turkey. 

A contextual intersectional analysis is applied to examine the multifaceted and multilayered 

political phenomenon of femicides.  

The analysis reveals that femicides are not caused by single-issue factors, but rather by a variety 

of interlocking determinants such as deeply entrenched gender roles and patriarchal structures, 

gender-based violence, the regulatory landscape and the creation of political conditions that 

institutionalize gender hierarchy and violence.  

The unique contribution of this paper is the adoption of a decolonial view that incorporates a 

view to the resistance practices embedded into practices of repression and violence. 

 

Keywords: femicides, gender-based violence, discourse theory, critical discourse analysis, 

intersectionality, Turkey, decoloniality, resistance strategies 
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1. Introduction 

Turkey, a country that is making continuous negative headlines, withdrew from the Istanbul 

Convention in March 2021 even though Turkey had a great influence in designing the 

Convention and firstly ratifying it in 2012. The Convention, adopted by the Council of Europe, 

is designed to prevent violence against women and especially domestic violence. As a crucial 

human rights treaty, its main pillars are prevention, protection, prosecution, and integrated 

policies (Council of Europe 2021). Most ironically, Turkey´s decision to withdraw is against 

the country´s own constitution (Çali 2021) which does not seem to prevent the incumbent party 

to make decisions like this. While taking significant steps backwards, Turkey called for the 

dissolution of the HDP (People´s Democratic Party). As a major opposition party, HDP is the 

only party with specific goals regarding women´s rights and basic human rights for 

marginalized communities such as the Kurdish people1. Authoritarian measures are thus not 

only related to the question of gender relations and women´s rights, but also to wider questions 

such as basic human rights for ethnic minorities and the transformation of the political agenda. 

Authoritarian measures by the Turkish government thus must be approached and understood 

through the wider context of Turkey´s main conflict lines.  

Even though the political will on implementing the Istanbul Convention was 

questionable in the first place, the formal decision to withdraw from a human rights treaty of 

this importance is an alarming setback for women and everyone subjected to intersecting forms 

of gender discrimination and violence. It further raises the question of how far Political Islam 

has advanced and what influence radical Islamist parties and hardliners within the incumbent 

party play in this decision. Political goals in domestic and foreign policy are also central when 

trying to classify this decision.  

These political developments happen while femicides2 are continuously on the rise as 

the most extreme form of gender-based violence. 2020 marked a high number of femicides with 

the independent platform “We Will Stop Femicide” (KCDP 2021) reporting that 300 women 

became victims of femicide. In 2019, the number had reached 474 – marking it as one of the 

deadliest years. Women´s groups have voiced their concern by taking their rage to the streets, 

 
1 Kurdish people are the largest ethnic group in Mesopotamia without their own state. They are mainly dispersed 

over Turkey, Syria, Iran, and Iraq. In Turkey, they constitute the largest ethnic group and are part of the main 

conflict line: which is referred to as “the Kurdish question” in Turkey. They are not homogenous, differ in 

religious, cultural, and linguistic ways and are aligned with different parties. With the foundation of the PKK 

(Kurdistan´s Workers Party) in 1978, the Kurdish armed struggle started to challenge Turkey´s discriminatory 

policies against Kurds. 
2 Femicide is defined as “the killing of females by males because they are females” (Russel 2011). 
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demanding the government to rejoin the Convention and take effective measures to combat 

gender-based violence and hold perpetrators accountable. Turkey´s women´s movements are 

taking action despite dangerous violent crackdowns by the police.   

The occurrence and determinants of femicides and the social contexts in which they are 

taking place are an urgent field of feminist inquiry. As a decolonial feminist researcher, my 

goal is to shed light on gross human rights violations, analyze social processes and present 

solutions to malpractices. No day passes by without reports on violence against women and 

femicide. An atmosphere of trivialization and normalization in the Foucauldian sense where 

social processes transform actions as femicides into “natural” realities (Kandiyoti 2016, p. 108) 

seems to have become reality when looking at everyday political praxis in Turkey. With the 

aim of fighting this normalization, this thesis focuses to shift and deconstruct the myths around 

this “normalization”. It seems as if the Turkish government fosters an environment that is 

enabling atrocities to happen by overruling their legal obligations and refusing to take effective 

measures to combat gender-based violence and femicides.   

My contribution to the research field will therefore be twofold: I frame femicides 

through the social, political, and gendered context of Turkey and add another layer to the 

inquiry: the linkages between repression and resistance thereby adopting an integral, 

intersectional and decolonial approach. Women3 are not only “victims” of gender-based 

violence and femicide, but also active agents who challenge the political and social systems 

that create realities. With the aim of detaching my thesis from the “women as victims” 

discourse, I will explore how practices of violence and resistance are interlinked.  

 

Problem, Aim and Research Question 

The aim of this thesis is to understand how contextual, that is political, societal, and gendered 

factors influence the occurrence of femicides and thus asks the question: “Why are femicides 

on the rise in Turkey” (Akbal 2021a)? 

The research question is limited to the geo-political context of Turkey. The reasons for 

choosing Turkey as a case-study is due to my situated knowledge, my position as a woman of 

color with Turkish roots living in Germany as well as the interest and solidarity I have especially 

for feminist struggles in the Turkish context. Furthermore, the research question is limited to 

the time frame of 2008 until today. The reasons for choosing this time frame are the following: 

 
3 I regard the gender binary, gender essentialism and accordingly the category of “women” as problematic. 

Hence, I use the terms woman/women to refer to anyone who identifies as woman/women. This includes cis, 

trans, inter and non-binary people.  
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since the Turkish government does not release official statistics on femicides, I am relying on 

the independent feminist platform “We Will Stop Femicide” for the occurrence and dynamics 

of femicides. The platform issues monthly and yearly reports on femicides and collects data 

from media reports and narrations of victims´ families. The platform was founded to demand 

justice after several outrageous femicides that ignited protests throughout the country (Altuntaş 

2019, p. 47). Hence: the count on numbers is only available since 2008. Not only does the 

statistical count on numbers make this time frame interesting, but also Turkey´s major political 

transformations and its effects on foreign policy. The incumbent party AKP (Adalet ve 

Kalkınma Partisi, Justice and Development Party) is in power since 2003 with Recep Tayyip 

Erdoğan as first being prime minister, and subsequently president since 2014. Post 2003 Turkey 

is characterized by gradually rising authoritarian, heteronormative and sexist gender politics 

that render this timeframe particularly interesting for investigation. As the initially thought 

“reformer” of the republic, the political figure Recep Tayyip Erdoğan continues to become more 

dangerous for people in Turkey, who are opposed to the socially constructed identity of being 

a patriot, close to Sunni Islam and the AKP as unifying political party. Nuances and opposing 

political ideas are being discredited and in the worst case criminalized.   

Throughout the thesis, I argue that femicides are not individualized actions, but must be 

comprehended by Turkey´s social, political, and gendered context. Thus, I also argue that 

femicides are fueled by power relations and gender roles in society, the growing crisis of 

masculinity, and a political environment that normalizes violence and enables femicides to 

happen leaving perpetrators with the belief that they cannot be held accountable. The aim is to 

illustrate how the different angles in understanding femicides are interconnected, intersectional, 

dynamic, and constantly changing. There is no single-issue and simple answer to the complex 

question on why femicides happen in the first place and why they are on the rise. Femicides 

must be conceptualized through the social and political context in which they are happening. 

Therefore, this study aims to provide an integral picture of the crucial factors in understanding 

femicides and how these factors are interrelated and interconnected to each other.  

 

Outline  

This thesis is organized as follows: I will first give a brief background overview on the social, 

political, and gendered context in Turkey, major political developments since 2008, feminisms 

in Turkey and the concept of intersectionality. I then proceed by presenting the theoretical 

framework of this study. I present theories on femicide and continue to examine femicide with 

a particular focus on the geopolitical context of Turkey. Subsequently, I present my 
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methodology by first elaborating on my feminist standpoint position, border thinking and 

decoloniality. I continue by explaining the methodological foundations of this study: discourse 

theory by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe and Critical Discourse Analysis by Fairclough. 

While reflecting on the strengths and limitations, I also present my own methodology: 

contextual intersectional analysis. I continue to discuss the choices of material. In the analysis, 

I present statistics on femicides since 2008 and the main findings of the study. The determinants 

of femicides in Turkey can mainly be accounted to gender roles and patriarchal structures, 

gender-based violence, the regulatory landscape as well as the wider political context and will. 

In the last part of the analysis, I account for the dynamic relationship between repression and 

resistance. In the concluding section, I wrap up and provide recommendations for future 

research.  

 

2. Background  

The Social, Political, and Gendered Context in Turkey 

Modern Turkey is based on its long Ottoman legacy. The Turkish nation-state as it is known 

today has been founded in 1923 by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk after the so-called war of national 

independence between 1919 and 1922. With the foundation of the republic, “Kemalism” named 

after the founding person of the republic was claimed to be “the most radical secular revolution 

of any state in the Muslim world” (Harris 1979, p.21). This narration is problematic and one-

sided since it completely ignores the experiences and oppression of minorities and indigenous 

people in this territorial area. The date of 1923 remains crucial in Turkish history telling as the 

“birth of the nation”. Turkey declared itself a secular republic and “secularism became 

entangled with the definition of the nation as a homogeneous, uni-ethnic (Turkish), uni-

linguistic (Turkish), and uni-sectarian (Sunni) entity” (Sakallioglu 1996, p.234). In reality, the 

composition of the society looked and still looks very different: numerous ethnic and religious 

minorities have been living within the borders of the modern state – making the citizens of 

Turkey a very heteregenous group. Opposed to this reality, the Kemalist project aimed its 

citizens to become part of an “imagined community” (Anderson 1992). The bases of this 

imagined community had to comprise all aspects of individual and cultural markers including 

“Islam”. In modern Turkey, identity was based on the principle of citizenship, Islam was only 

regarded as an inferior cultural marker (Sakallioglu 1996, p. 234-235). In contrast to the 

Ottoman empire where identity was based on religious belonging, the new republic had to 

organize its citizens around ethnicity. Therefore, there have been attempts to control “Islam” 

and make the category of “being Turkish” as the main basis of identity formation. Despite 
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changing strategies, the Turkish state maintained control over Islam. By adopting a double 

discourse, the state secured political stability according to its own definition by avoiding radical 

Islamist tendencies to take over the state (ibid., p. 248-249). This has certainly changed since 

the inauguration of the AKP with Recep Tayyip Erdoğan as prime minister and president, where 

identity formation reshifted to the notions of being Sunni Muslim. Until today, Turkey is 

characterized by a sharp antagonism between religion and secularism (Okuyan and Curtin 2018, 

p. 505). What followed the creation of the nation-state, was a series of military coups paired 

with vicious cycles of violence and reigns of state terror. Kurdish and leftist activims have been 

regarded as one of the main threats to “national stability” paired with deeply entrenched social, 

political and economic problems.  

Within the creation of the military nation-state, other problematic concepts have been 

simultaneously constructed and reproduced. The increasing social construction of partriarchy 

and masculinity are basic foundations of the “the strong Turkish nation-state”. Ozbay and 

Soybakis (2020) state the importance of politics in the construction of masculinities and their 

connection to hegemonic masculinities. In Turkey, Islamist AKP supporters, secularist CHP 

supporters, ultranationalist MHP supporters and HDP supporters from the Kurdish political 

movement have deep commitments to the forms of masculinity their party positions represent 

(Ozbay and Soybakis 2020, p. 27). Interestingly, AKP supporters have a greater commitment 

to Erdoğan as their “leader” than to the party itself. His speeches and actions have a greater role 

in reshaping men´s views on masculinity than the official party discourses. Erdoğan has 

continuously adhered to two major points throughout the past 15 years: “political Islamism and 

a conservative family- and reproduction-oriented lifestyle that denies gender equality in 

intimate and socio-economic lives” (Ozbay and Soybakis 2020, p. 36). This is a crucial finding 

for the relevance and arguments put forward in this study.  

The authors also argue that cultural scenarios that produce hegemonic masculinities  all 

legitimize differences between women and men with women´s subordination within this 

hierarchy. Since politics, gender and power are interrelated to each other and in consequence to 

the shifts in national politics, the authors argue that hegemonic masculinities have the potential 

to be destabilized paving way to new cosmopolitan non-hegemonic masculinities to emerge 

(ibid., 46). Their finding resonates with the personal experiences I had during the Gezi Park 

Protests – where dominant notions of masculinity have been questioned and concepts newly 

formed.  
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Major Political Developments since 2008 

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, president of Turkey since 2014 is a central political figure. He was 

mayor of Istanbul in 1994 and subsequently Prime Minister in 2003. With increasing 

authoritarian measures, he managed to change the constitution and become President in 2014. 

In 2016, there was a coup attempt that failed – following more repressive measures by the 

incumbent party and its president. No other political figure, apart from Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, 

has characterized and coined major political changes in Turkey the way that Erdoğan did. 

Preceding 2003, the rise of political Islam was slowly on the march and reached its peak with 

the AKP winning elections in 2003. What followed had the perception of a slow “opening” of 

Turkey towards the European Union, paired with laws that eased restrictions on freedom of 

speech and Kurdish language rights. In retrospect, the granting of rights for minorities provoked 

severe backlash. Furthermore, AKP aimed at reducing the political role of the military. With 

easing restrictions on women in public institutions wearing the hijab, thousands protested the 

“perceived political Islamization” of the country (BBC 2019). With the Gezi Park Protests in 

2013, that initially started as a protest against the demolition of green spaces in Istanbul, police 

violence reached new highs leaving numerous people dead. The Gezi Park Protests were unique 

in the history of protest movements regarding the protestors´ composition that included people 

from different backgrounds, social classes, and political orientations.  

 2014 marked one of the most important dates when prime minister Erdoğan won the 

first direct popular election for presidency and continued with a referendum that granted the 

president with executive powers in 2017. In 2015, the HDP entered the parliament – followed 

by the eruption of state violence in Kurdish areas and subsequent bomb attacks on military 

convoys by a split party of the PKK. Today, all leading HDP politicians are jailed due to 

terrorism offences and more than six million voters are being discredited and criminalized 

(Güsten and Seibert 2021). As a left-wing party, HDP is mainly known for their advocacy for 

minority rights (with Kurds being the largest minority group) which renders them a target for 

“terrorism” offences having direct links to the PKK by the Turkish state. However, it does not 

do the party justice to solely label them as “Kurdish party”. Their party positions also do align 

with general participatory and radical democracy, feminism, and socialism and the broad 

inclusion of minoritized groups. I would argue that that they could be called the party of the 

“Others”. Interestingly, HDP is also the only party with distinct goals regarding gender equality 

and the granting of rights for the LGBTQIA+ community. It does, therefore, not come as a 

surprise that the Turkish state is criminalizing the HDP, thereby waging a war against the 

Kurdish population and progressive parts of Turkish society and minimizing the efforts of 
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parties and groups advocating for the end of gender-based violence and femicides. Turkish state 

reactions to the HDP cannot be regarded in isolation. The criminalization of the HDP, the 

withdrawal from the Istanbul Convention, the narrative of “patriots” and “traitors” must be 

framed in the context of rising authoritarian measures.  

 

Feminisms in Turkey and the Concept of Intersectionality  

To put feminist activism into context, I will briefly outline the different waves of feminism in 

Turkey. Like other geopolitical locations, albeit different in nature and with time delays, three 

main waves of feminism can be identified in Turkey. The first wave of feminism can be labelled 

as the “Kemalist” one in the early 1920 and 1930 demanding political and civic rights in line 

with the Kemalist reform process after the end of the Ottoman empire. The feminists of the first 

wave accepted the myth that was propagated by the Turkish republic: that Turkish women are 

equal to men (Diner and Toktas 2010, p.44). The first wave led to divisions within women and 

feminist structures. It was, for instance, not allowed for veiled women to study at universities 

and enter public institutions with a hijab. The first wave of feminism in Turkey, therefore, was 

a way of dictating how women could behave in line with the Kemalist ideology.  

 The second wave, that mainly emerged in the 1980s, was a criticism of patriarchy in 

general as organizing fundament of the society and it was closely associated with the social and 

political environment of that time (Diner and Toktas 2010, p. 45). The third wave of feminism 

is characterized by Islamist as well as Kurdish women´s movements and started in the 1990s. 

It is also strongly interlinked with the predominance of the Kurdish question and the role of 

Political Islam in Turkish Politics. Especially Kurdish women emphasized the two-fold 

exploitation by the patriarchal tribal system that is common in Kurdish communities and the 

imperialist system that the Turkish state imposed on Kurdish people. Political Islam supporters, 

on the contrary, have demanded more religious freedom and aimed to amend feminist politics 

with Islamist values (Diner and Toktas 2010, p. 41-43). By including women from the 

peripheries, Kurdish, and Islamist women movements, managed to diversify Turkish 

feminisms. Unlike Western perceptions, feminist activism in Turkey is also organized along 

political lines and identities and characterized by partly opposing agendas. The question what 

potential contemporary feminist activists have in uniting against rising numbers of femicides 

albeit different positionings will also be reflected upon within the scope of this thesis.  

 Since this thesis adopts an intersectional approach, I want to briefly touch upon the 

concept of intersectionality. Intersectional approaches arose from various black and women of 

color scholars such as Angela Davis, bell hooks, Gloria Hull, Patricia Bell Scott, Barbara Smith, 
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Anna Julia Cooper and Gloria Anzaldua. The term intersectionality was first coined by 

Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989 in her ground-breaking paper “Demarginalizing the Intersection 

Of Race And Sex: A Black Feminist Critique Of Antidiscrimination Doctrine”. It is rooted in 

theories of class, critical race theory and black feminisms. Intersectionality depicts “the 

interdependencies, interconnectedness, and intersections of different social categories such as 

race, class, gender, sexuality, disability, and religion” (Akbal 2020). In “the matrix of 

domination”, sociologist Patricia Hill Collins (1990) explains how different systems of 

oppression and opportunity (race, class, gender) interact and produce distinctive experiences of 

advantage or disadvantage on the individual, group, and structural level. Collins´ further 

conceptualizations reflect how “domination and power are structurally organized and how 

privilege and marginalization interlock depending on the respective social location” (Collins 

1990, pp. 555-557; Akbal 2020). The adoption of an intersectional view is crucial for the 

context of Turkey. First, because women in Turkey and the women´s movement are very 

heterogeneous (similar to the general society in Turkey). Second, women in Turkey do make 

different experiences depending on their social locations. Marginalized, racialized, rural, and 

poor women for instance have different living realities and accesses than the relatively well-off 

and urban “mainstream” women. And lastly, because the rise in Islamist policies in 

contemporary Turkey has left religious women who do advocate for gender equality “in-

between” religious and secular settings, experiencing a two-sided marginalization and 

psychological distance from both communities (Okuyan and Curtin 2008).  

 

3. Theoretical Framework 

Theories of Femicide  

Femicide constitutes the most extreme form of gender-based violence. The latter is defined as 

a phenomenon rooted in gender inequality and directed against a person because of their gender. 

It is the most common human rights violation across all societies. Both, women and men can 

experience gender-based violence. However, women and girls are disproportionally affected. 

Under the Istanbul Convention, the most common form of gender-based violence are: “physical, 

sexual, psychological or economic harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, 

coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private life” 

(European Institute for Gender Equality 2021b). 

Based on the knowledge of gender-based violence, the European Institute for Gender 

Equality defines femicide as “killing of women and girls because of their gender”. Most 

frequently, it is the “the killing of a woman by an intimate partner and the death of a woman as 
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a result of a practice that is harmful to women” (European Institute for Gender Equality 2021a). 

This can take different forms such as killing women and girls in the name of “honor”, because 

of sexual orientation and gender identity or the murder of women as a result of intimate partner 

violence. There is a difference between legal (what constitutes an offence by law) and statistical 

definitions (what is measured by the data) (European Institute for Gender Equality 2017, p. 5). 

No global convention on femicide has yet been passed and most states lack legal definitions on 

femicides. Geopolitically, the term femicide was mainly used in Latin America aiming to 

account for state responsibility and institutionalized violence (ibid.).  

Generally, femicides have been analyzed in different geopolitical locations (Mathews et 

al. 2004, Carcedo and Sagot 2000) aiming to understand the risk factors (Campbell et al. 2003). 

Femicide has been first introduced as concept by Diana Russell in 1976. It constitutes the most 

extreme form of gender-based violence. The focus increasingly shifted from the gender-neutral 

homicide to distinguish the killing of females by naming femicides as such (Campbell and 

Runyan 1998; Lagarde et al. 2010; Radford and Russell 1992; Russell and Harmes 2001). 

Radford and Russell (1992) explain that femicide has many different forms such as “racist 

femicide, homophobic femicide, or lesbicide, marital femicide; femicide committed outside the 

home by stranger; serial femicide; and mass femicide” (1992, 7). What is missing in these 

explanations is the explicit referral to femicide against transgender women, inter and non-binary 

people. In her theorizing, Russell mainly managed to politicize the concept and subsequently 

demand political accountability. According to Russell, it is crucial to name femicides and 

distinguish it from other forms of murder to be able to mobilize against it (Corradi et al. 2016, 

p. 2). From this it can be derived, that the “politics of naming” (Bathia 2005) shape reality and 

produce social and political change (Rivera 2005; Corradi et al. 2016, p.2). This is also crucial 

for the context of Turkey where femicides are not being named explicitly thereby devaluing 

their societal and political foundations.  

 

Based on Russel (1976), I define and understand femicide as “the killing of females by 

males because they are females” (Russel 2011). When I refer to femicides, I include the 

killing of any woman who identifies as one. I deem the politicization of the concept as 

highly important and refer to the production, maintenance, and continuation of 

patriarchy (Christ 2016). The politization of the concept also allows to focus on power 

relations and the domination over female bodies.  
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Femicides happen in patriarchal societies which tend to foster male dominance and female 

subordination (Corradi et al. 2016, p. 3). Thereby, masculinities are viewed as “active” and 

“aggressive” as opposed to femininity that is being constructed as “passive” and “receptive” 

(Radford 1992, p.8).   

According to Corradi et al. 2016, there are five different approaches to the analysis of 

femicides: a feminist, sociological, criminological, human rights and decolonial approach 

(Corradi et al. 2016, p. 5). The starting point of the feminist approach rests on the structuring 

factor of patriarchy – a system that favors male dominance, and unequal power relations. The 

sociological approach looks at violent situations as opposed to violent individuals. It further 

focuses on specific features of the killing of women – making it a social phenomenon as such. 

Both approaches try to capture the prevalence of femicides by investigating cases and contexts 

and identify risk factors to prevent femicides. The decolonial approach looks at femicides in 

the context of colonial domination and continuities, including “honor crimes” (Corradi et al. 

2016, p. 5 -7).  The latter has been mainly analyzed by Shalhoub-Kervorkian and Daher-Nashif 

(2013) in the intercorrelations between femicide and colonization where they argue that 

femicide is a “crime empowered by the wider context of colonization and the increasing spatial 

segregation of Palestinian communities” (Shalhoub-Kervorkian and Daher-Nashif 2013, p. 295; 

Corradi et al. 2016, p. 983). The authors look at the interlocking between the national “politics 

of exclusion” with a localized “culture of control” in which violence against women is justified 

by the colonized and the colonizers alike (Shalhoub-Kervorkian and Daher-Nashif 2013, p. 

296). Even though the Palestinian women´s situations within the borders of the state of Israel 

differs from that of women living in Turkey, I do see similarities in the framing of femicides in 

the Kurdish regions of Turkey or when the perpetrators are from Kurdish backgrounds. These 

femicides are more frequently being culturalized and homogenized and have a higher tendency 

to be declared as honor crimes particularly by Turkish authorities and the media. By doing so, 

the structural dynamics of femicides are being overlooked and outsourced as the problem of the 

“racialized and uncivilized Others” – which in this case are the Kurdish people living in Turkey.  

Based on the different approaches to the study of femicides, and with the aim of embedding my 

research within structural power systems, capture the prevalence of patriarchy and the 

hegemony of male dominance, I place myself within the intersections of the feminist, 

sociological and decolonial approach. In the following, I want to give a specific overview on 

femicides in Turkey. 
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Femicides in Turkey  

The study of femicides in Turkey can also be located in the above-mentioned approaches.  

Scholars have analyzed different aspects of femicides. In a study on the psychosocial 

characteristics of perpetrators, Altınöz et al. (2018) examined gender roles, childhood trauma, 

and individual characteristics of men who have committed femicide and compared them with 

men who did not exercise violence against women. They found out that only migration history 

from the periphery to the cities and a male-dominant view of societal gender roles may be linked 

to femicides (ibid., p. 1-8). The majority of perpetrators reported that they committed femicide 

to protect the “honor” of the family and exert dominance over their partners (ibid., p.10). 

Scholars also concluded domestic violence is more likely to happen if women earn more money 

than their husbands (Altınay and Arat 2009). This finding has been crucial to assess the role of 

toxic views on masculinity. It is not only patriarchy and unequal power relations, but also the 

change and challenging of power relations that increases the risk of gender-based violence. 

Kandiyoti (2016, p. 109) therefore argued that it is “masculinity that is in crisis”. 

Similarly, Afsar (2016) argues that rising numbers of gender-based violence and 

femicide can be explained by the changing positions that women take with regards to neoliberal 

policies. She continues to argue that the view on men as “head of the family” is challenged, 

opening ways to changing power relations. She labels this the “crisis of masculinity” (Afsar 

2016, p. 78). What unifies these approaches is the conclusion that the increasing economic and 

bodily autonomy that women experience, influences the occurrence of gender-based violence 

and femicide.  

In structural approaches to understanding femicides, studies have been conducted on the 

political and social determinants of femicides (Cetin 2015, Cindoglu and Unal 2017). Cetin 

(2015) opposed the popular notion of “honor” killings by arguing that the concept of “honor” 

must be contextualized by the novel status of women in modern Turkish society paired with 

social and economic shifts. He, therefore, introduced the term “revolt killing” to be able to 

conceptualize femicide in Turkey with social change and the rising status of women. Cetin 

argues that “revolt killing” is the “concept of conflict between tradition and modernity, and it 

claims that recent increasing femicides in Turkey are closely related with the changing status 

of women towards modernity in contrast to the stability of men’s status in tradition” (Cetin 

2015, p. 346). Cindoglu and Unal (2017) explain the rises in femicides by the discursive 

utilization of women’s bodies and sexualities as a political tool to consolidate AKP´s 

conservative gender regime. Additionally, the promotion of heteronormative family units is 

utilized to reinforce hegemonic moral values and norms (ibid., p. 39). Kandiyoti (2016) argues 
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that AKP´s politics of gender and neo-liberal approach are intrinsic. She argues that the 

government uses three nodes of ideology: “gender as central pillar of populism and a marker of 

difference, the marriage between neo-liberal employment policies and conservative familialism 

as well as the normalization of violence in everyday political practice” (Kandiyoti 2016, p. 

103).  

Descriptive studies have analyzed femicides by looking at news texts on femicides in 

2009 (Güngör 2012). In line with Güngör (2012), Toplar (2016) similarly looked at media 

coverage on femicides with a particular focus on the specific case of the femicide of Özgecan 

Aslan. In-depth case studies of particular cases and the study of cities where femicides have 

been disproportionately high has been the focus of femicide studies (Karbeyaz et. al 2018, 

Toplar 2016). 

A newly emerging research area looks at feminist resistance strategies against the rising 

numbers of femicide (Altuntaş 2019). The argument put forward in this regard is that the fight 

against femicide resulted in collective subjectivity amongst activists (Altuntaş 2019, p. 52; 

Akbal 2021b). Altuntaş´ analysis illustrates the unification of women with different identities, 

experiences, and positions with the aim of politization and solving the femicide problem in 

Turkey (ibid., p. 65). In Altuntaş´ research, women frame difference as a marker. Nevertheless, 

it is not a hindrance to unite against femicides (ibid., p. 67; Akbal 2021b).  

In Turkish legislation, there is no legal definition of femicides. In most cases, they are 

referred to as “honor killings” or simply, murder/homicide committed due to relationship 

problems. KCDP is demanding the Turkish government to give the term “femicide” a legal 

status in Turkish Penal Code and abolish all penalty reductions that reinforce femicides (KCDP 

2021b). Similarly, Kandiyoti (2016, p. 109) states that even though the Turkish legislation is 

well equipped to demand justice, most perpetrators benefit from so-called “reductions for good 

behavior” – which is in the most cases the expression of regret, a respectful appearance, and 

the pleading intolerable provocation of “male honor”.  

Based on these studies, the concept of “honor” is an integral part in the discourse on 

femicides.  The majority of femicides are framed as honor killings in Turkey, and “migration” 

from periphery to the cities has been identified as one of the risk factors of exercising violence 

against women (Altinöz 2018). In the Global North, the main dividing line is between the 

culturalist approach to gender-based violence and a more intersectional one considering various 

factors and not homogenizing groups of people based on their religion. In Turkey, the current 

official view is a distorted variant of a culturalist approach to gender-based violence that 

justifies it in the name of religion, customs and tradition and mainly proclaimed as the problem 
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of the “Others” (the marginalized rural/poor populations either having migrated to the cities or 

still living Southeast Turkey). In the last century, Turkey was mainly characterized by a rapid 

urbanization and the migration of more than 75 percent of its rural population to the cities. 

Paired with rising nationalism and increasingly unequal treatment by the state, “honor crime” 

cases have increased in Turkey (Rose 2009, Sirman 2014). Heydari et al. (2021) argue that 

“honor killing represents a ‘dark side of modernity’ in which the systematic marginalization 

and stigmatization of minorities and social groups have led them to rely more on traditional 

honor codes as a kind of informal social control, exacerbating honor crimes” (ibid., p. 86). 

Femicides as “dark side of modernity” (Heydari et al. 2021) resonates a lot with the situation 

in Turkey, further supporting my argument that femicides must be framed through a variety of 

intersecting reasons rather than focusing on single-issue concepts.  

The thesis contributes to the debate in one crucial way: by framing femicides through the 

social, political, and gendered context, I provide a contextual and historical view on continuities 

of violence. Since continuities are challenged, disrupted, and newly formed, I add another layer 

to the inquiry: the interlinkages between repression and resistance. I contextualize the 

occurrence of femicides and regard it in relationality and positionality to Turkey´s broader 

political context. Understanding femicides by looking at official and resistance discourses and 

adopting an integral, intersectional and decolonial approach is a unique contribution to the 

current field of femicides in Turkey.  

 

4. Methodology 

Feminist Standpoint Position, Situated Knowledge, Border Thinking and Decoloniality  

I will situate myself in the research process and reflect critically on my speaking position: I am 

located in Germany, born and raised as a child of guestworker migrants from Turkey. In one 

way or another, this specific group in Germany has unintentionally embraced a “hybrid” entity, 

a mixture and entanglement of different influences and contradictions, trying to make sense of 

themselves. I also regard my position as a hybrid one, being influenced by my Turkish 

socialization in a German environment. Due to my position, I can think across borders and 

connect transversally to different local histories (Tlostanova et al. 2016, p. 217). When I speak 

of borders, I do not refer to state boundaries, but rather to borders as an existential condition. 

Border thinking, then, enables me to see and assess the “here” and “there” (Tlostanova et al. 

2016).  Furthermore, I am also speaking as a woman from a minority position within the Turkish 

community (socialized in an Alevi leftist household). I am thus also able to see the nuances in 

victims´ positions that are characterized by various intersecting forms of discrimination (e.g. 
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being Kurdish, from poor socio-economic backgrounds, or from religious and political 

positions that are in contrast to the dominant Sunni population in Turkey).  

I am aware of the way knowledge has and is being produced in the context of coloniality, 

historical domination, power relations and the marginalization of specific geographical 

locations and their inhabitants (Mohanty 1984). My aim is to position myself in the research 

process in a way that challenges dominant notions about “objective knowledge”. The 

“coloniality of knowledge” which is an “an epistemic regime of modernity that subsumes all 

models of cognition and interpretation of the world to the norms created and imposed by 

Western modernity and offered to humankind as universal, delocalised and disembodied” 

(Tlostanova et al. 2016, p. 214) is being challenged throughout the thesis. With decolonial 

methods of inquiry, then, I aim to understand and deconstruct the ways knowledge has been 

produced. Hence, I am constantly reflecting on my research practice: who am I relying on for 

knowledge production? Which political practices inform my study and how do I credit them? 

Who will benefit from my study? Which sources do I use? How do I produce knowledge 

considering certain requirements that are imposed on students in this program? 

I am convinced that my position as a researcher with interests that are highly intertwined 

with my political practice and the common interest that I share with the “researched”, is a good 

starting point on producing decolonial knowledge. Furthermore, I am convinced that more 

attention and political pressure will challenge discriminatory practices thereby showing 

solidarity with the women´s movement in Turkey.  

 

Ethics 

As a woman socialized in Germany in a Turkish household, I can grasp gender relations and 

partly hidden, but mostly overt, notions of femininity and masculinity in Turkish society. The 

geopolitical location is important, but so are the entrenched notions within family units that are 

being carried regardless of the space that the communities are inhabiting. In addition to family 

and community structures, I have spent 2013 in Turkey, actively participating in the Gezi Park 

protests as a feminist activist and in my role as a human rights observer. My solidarity is for all 

feminist struggles worldwide and due to my personal affection particularly for Turkey. I am 

aware that my privileged position and reality differs from that of women living in Turkey, being 

subjected to different kinds of oppression. However, I view my positionality as important factor 

to benefit from a safe research environment, thereby amplifying the feminist struggle in Turkey. 

Accordingly, I will make use of “reflexivity as a principle of good feminist research practice” 

thereby shedding light on power relations and the “exercise of power in the research process” 
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(Ramazanoglu & Holland 2002, p.14; Akbal 2021b). As Lykke (2010) rightfully argued, 

oppression can result in different standpoints and our experiences, then, are amongst others, a 

product of our social location (Lykke 2010, pp. 130-131). “Constantly reflecting on my 

position, situating myself and my knowledge in relation to difference, and accepting the 

potentials and limitations of building alliances” (Akbal 2021b) are my guiding research 

principles (Ramazanoglu & Holland 2002, p.15). Sharing knowledge with “the researched” in 

the context of my thesis is applicable because I do have a shared political interest with “them” 

(Ramazanoglu & Holland 2002, p. 10.): political and societal transformation in Turkey with the 

end of gender-based violence and femicides (Akbal 2021b).  

 

Discourse Theory by Laclau and Mouffe 

With the origins of discourse analysis by Michel Foucault who argues that language creates 

reality, I equally base my analysis on the theoretical foundations of Laclau and Mouffe´s 

discourse theory. Originally aimed at theory development, Laclau and Mouffe explain why 

discourse is important and do not outlay how to specifically conduct an empirical analysis. Still, 

their key concepts are helpful in analyzing entrenched “truths” in society. How come some 

myths seem to be objectively true whereas others seem impossible (Jorgensen and Philipp 2002, 

p. 40)? The objectivity paradigm of knowledge production is inherently linked to power 

relations.  

Like Foucault, the idea of discourse analysis as understood by Laclau and Mouffe (1985) 

and elaborated on by Jorgensen and Philipp (2002) is that “social phenomena are never finished 

or total” (Jorgensen and Philipp 2002, p. 24). Besides language, great importance is given to 

social phenomena and that discourse is constituted to what it excludes, that is to the field of 

discursivity (ibid., p. 26).  

According to Laclau and Mouffe´s discourse needs to be understood through 

antagonism and hegemony. Every discourse is in relationship and conflict to other discourses 

that define reality differently. Therefore, meaning is created solely by the relation to other 

elements (Stäheli 2006, p. 257). By merging Marxism and Structuralism, Laclau and Mouffe 

understand the social through a “web of processes” (Jorgensen and Philipp 2002, p.24).  

Jörgensen and Phillip continue by explaining that “the aim of discourse analysis is to map out 

the processes in which we struggle about the way in which the meaning of signs is to be fixed, 

and the processes by which some fixations of meaning become so conventionalised that we 

think of them as natural” (ibid., p.25-26). 
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Laclau and Mouffe´s key elements are articulation, discourse, moments and elements which 

they explain in the following way:  

 

we will call articulation any practice establishing a relation among elements such that 

their identity is modified as a result of the articulatory practice.  

The structured totality resulting from the articulatory practice, we will call discourse. 

The differential positions, insofar as they appear articulated within a discourse, we will 

call moments. By contrast, we will call element any difference that is not discursively 

articulated (Laclau and Mouffe 1985, p. 105) 

 

Jörgensen and Philipp (2002) continue to explain that discourse is formed by the partial fixation 

of meaning around specific nodal points (Laclau and Mouffe 1986, p.112).  

A nodal point is a “privileged sign around which the other signs are ordered; the other signs 

acquire their meaning from their relationship to the nodal point” (Jörgensen and Philipp 2002, 

p. 26). Laclau and Mouffe´s concepts of nodal points, master signifiers and myths, labelled as 

key signifiers in the organization of discourse (ibid., p.50) can be used creatively in the analysis 

of femicides in Turkey. 

 

Critical Discourse Analysis by Fairclough  

The three-dimensional model by Fairclough assumes that “every instance of language use is a 

communicative event consisting of three dimensions: it is a text (speech, writing, visual image 

or a combination of these); it is a discursive practice which involves the production and 

consumption of texts; and it is a social practice.” (Jörgensen and Philipps 2002, p. 68).  

With the aim of combining societal, cultural processes with text analysis, it is equally 

important to base the analysis on the intersections between them and combine textual and social 

analysis. (Jorgensen & Phillips 2002, p. 66). Hence, my analysis will also be based on 

intertextuality and interdiscursivity (ibid., p.73) which is particularly important in my study. 

 

Strengths and Limitations 

There are limitations of conducting a critical discourse analysis. First, Laclau and Mouffe´s 

discourse theory explains extensively why it is important to study discourses but leave the 

answers on the how neglected. A systemic approach is widely missing despite some useful 

tools. Similarly, Fairclough´s systemic model does not seem suited with regards to my choice 
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of material. Second, discourse analysis can only provide limited answers on the causality 

between factors, and it is theoretically highly demanding.  

In view of these limitations, perhaps a new method is needed that surpasses the 

traditional discourse analysis. One strength of my study is therefore that I have already started 

in moving in the direction of elaborating a new decolonial methodology by conducting a 

contextual intersectional analysis. Of course, more time and in-depth research is needed to first 

elaborate on a new methodology and second apply it to the case of femicides in Turkey. 

Furthermore, the distinct inclusion of resistant discourses and the acknowledgement of the 

omission of discourses (Brown 1996) is a unique strength that enables me to elaborate on the 

nuances and complexity of different social and political phenomena.  

The importance of silence and omission is seldom considered while analyzing 

discourses. Wendy Brown (1996) examines silence as a resistance tool while considering the 

importance of consciousness-raising and forms of “breaking silence”, she also makes aware of 

the dangers of “fetishizing” of this “breaking”. Her argument bases on the fact that every entry 

into the discourse allows the regulation of new discourses and those who have spoken (Brown 

2012, p. 136). Her explanations resonate with me since she does not separate silence from the 

area of discourses, but at the same time does not exaggerate its potentials. Based on Brown and 

the acknowledgement that discourse is not only about what is being said, but also about what 

is not being said, I will utilize my situated knowledge on the situation in Turkey and reflect 

critically on the official and resistance discourses.  

 

Contextual Intersectional Analysis  

I will do close reading of the chosen material for this study and assess how certain topics are 

constructed within the material that will then help providing an answer to my research question. 

The methods inform my analysis and serve as a basis in presenting an argument to the question 

on why femicides are on the rise in Turkey since 2008 but I do not follow a step-by step analysis 

based on Fairclough´s suggestion on the three-dimensional model or Laclau and Mouffe´s key 

elements. Even though analytical tools focusing on nodal points according to Laclau and 

Mouffe and key signifiers such as “men”, “masculinity”, “femicide” are helpful in answering 

the research question, I consider the methodological aspects as rather limiting than helpful since 

they are very much detached from the specific material that I want to analyze. Applying these 

tools to a material that they do not fit into may distort the interpretation more than aid it. Hence, 

it is preferable to start from the material and formulate methodological approaches as I go. In 

some sense, the analyzed material already suggests a method of its analysis. Therefore, my goal 
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is to start with the material that is available and analyze the interplay of discourses. A transversal 

approach seems more applicable.  

Accordingly, I am conducting a contextual intersectional analysis and examine the shifts 

in the framing of realities by the dominant political and culturalist agendas and the resistant 

reactions. Hence, I am dealing with the interplay of discourses with a focus on how they are 

constructed, changed and in whose interest by whom. My approach to the underlying research 

will be intersectional and decolonial. I apply the principle of “reflexivity” and constantly shed 

light on power relations (Ramazanoglu and Holland 2002, p.14). Key elements of an 

intersectional analysis that I am equally adopting is the necessity to think about the 

methodology by situating myself, complicating gender, and identifying blind spots (Davis 

2014, p. 23-25). 

 

Choice of Material  

With the application of my own methodology of contextual intersectional analysis, I will use 

the following material to understand why femicides are on the rise:  

 

1) Data that is provided by the platform “Kadin Cinayetleri Durduracagiz Platformu”, 

“We Will Stop Femicide” 

2) Newspaper articles by the Deutsche Welle addressing femicides and the recent political 

developments  

 

Since the Turkish government does not release official statistics, I will rely on the independent 

platform “Kadin Cinayetleti Durduracagiz Platformu” (KCDP) whose main objective is the 

prevention of femicides. The platform was founded in 2010 by family members of murdered 

women, women from political parties, various other organizations, and independent women. 

KCDP is a registered organization with the aim of becoming a public benefit organization. The 

platform has branches in 22 different cities, 6 more branches are currently being organized in 

Turkey. In addition, they have informal groups abroad that support the platform´s aims by 

concrete actions. The platforms´ activities are mainly in the field of law, the press, social media 

as well as donations and financial support. The platform has five main demands to the 

government (KCDP 2021b):  

1. The president, the prime minister and the leaders of all political parties should 

condemn violence against women. 

2. The protection law No. 6284 should be efficiently implemented. 

http://kadincinayetlerinidurduracagiz.net/for-english
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3. Our legislative proposal to add an additional clause to the Turkish Penal Code 

regarding “aggravated life imprisonment” should be accepted. 

4. A Ministry of Women should be founded. 

5. We demand a new constitution that prioritizes gender and sexual orientation equality. 

Since 2014, the platform is releasing annual reports about femicides in Turkey with an overview 

on the count on numbers. I will use their available reports between the period 2014 to 2021. 

Their reports are available in Turkish and since 2019 also in English. To do justice to the 

resistant discourses, these reports serve as a good base to analyze how women´s organizations 

react to the political and social developments that affect the lives of women in Turkey.  

Furthermore, I will analyze newspaper articles from the Deutsche Welle, a German 

broadcaster producing political analyses in over thirty languages all around the word (Deutsche 

Welle 2021; Akbal 2021a). The reason to study German news coverage on femicides in Turkey 

are connected to my location within this field of research: I am both aware of German narration 

of Turkish events, Turkey´s narration of its own events and the dependent and historical 

relationship between these countries. This co-dependency is not only on a structural level, but 

can also be observed within myself, my family, and my community.  I consider my situated 

knowledge as being a construction of different, and partly opposing discourses. Deutsche Welle 

has been crucial in my opinion formation since my early adulthood and has provided me with 

solid information on events all around the world. This was important to me since I could not 

rely on Turkish media outlets to give me an unbiased overview on events in Turkey. I regard 

most Turkish traditional media as biased and close to the ruling party´s representation of reality. 

Furthermore, traditional media outlets tend to display triggering pictures and videos, de-

politicize gender-based violence and femicide and shift it to the domestic sphere. These kinds 

of illustrations are triggering for me, and I prefer to base my knowledge on precise analyzes 

instead of depictions of violence (Akbal 2021a).  

Finally, in all the materials I analyze, I will connect them back to academic papers that 

give me the opportunity to build on discussions of determinants for femicides that have already 

been researched, critically reflect on them, and identify on how I could add to the already 

existing knowledge. The analysis of academic papers will not constitute a separate part, but a 

rather interwoven element of the analysis and results section. With the aim of combining theory 

and method, I deem the contextualization and analysis of academic papers as crucial. 
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5. Analysis and Results  

Statistics on Femicides since 2008 

Quantitative data is crucial to see the dynamics of femicides. Especially because most of the 

society and politicians assess the urgency of a problem by the numbers of people being 

subjected to certain kinds of violence. However, this does not mean that low numbers of 

femicides should not be taken seriously. The ultimate objective should be to put an end to 

gender-based violence and femicide. After the withdrawal from the Istanbul Convention, the 

interior minister Süleyman Soylu bragged about the “low incidences” of femicides between 19th 

of March to 22nd of April 2021. In this short time 25 women were murdered as opposed to 34 

women between 13th of February to 19th of March. He accounted this decrease to the righteous 

decision to withdraw from the Convention and heavily attacked the opposition party CHP who 

demanded to rejoin the Convention. The interior minister declared the withdrawal as an 

achievement (DW 2021c). It is highly cynical to disregard the steadily rising numbers by solely 

referring to the recent period and decontextualize femicides. His remarks also sparked protest 

by KCDP who demanded the minister to account for the 25 femicides instead of praising the 

decrease in incidences.   

According to KCDP, the number of women being murdered is continuously rising since 

2008. KCDP collects its data from media reports and reports by victims´ families in Turkey. 

With the only reliance on media reports and victims´ families accounts and the fact that not all 

femicides are being reported, the actual number of femicides might be much higher. 

Furthermore, it is possible that not all femicides are being classified as such: some are even 

being covered up as suicides (DW 2021a). In addition, KCDP also provides numbers on women 

suspiciously found dead, but cannot be certainly attributed to femicides. In their last report from 

2021, KCDP stressed the fact that the number of suspiciously found dead women is 

continuously rising as well. These numbers are also important since they illustrate, how many 

potential murders are not enlightened and further amplifies the need to do so. The following 

table represents the gradual rise in reported femicides since 2008.  
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KCDP reports  

KCDP issues annual reports since 2014. The reports contain the exact number of reported 

femicides and outlays the profiles of the murdered women with names, ages, and socio-

economic backgrounds of the victims. Furthermore, they portray how the women were 

murdered and by whom. Additionally, they share the judicial processes as well as KCDP´s 

demands to the government.  

Between 2008 and 2013, there is solely one compiled file available with less 

information. Since 2019, KCDP issues English reports alongside Turkish ones as well. This 

might be attributed to the increasing international attention and the need of feminist activists to 

spread their message in English for more people to understand, thereby hoping for international 

solidarity. The Turkish reports are more detailed and provide a more comprehensive overview. 

Due to my Turkish language skills, I analyzed the Turkish reports.  

Since I do not want to reproduce a perpetrator-centric, individualized, and de-politicized 

notion on why femicides are on the rise, I will keep the proclaimed “reasons and justifications” 

on perpetrator levels short. Accordingly, I want to briefly present KCDP reports looking at 

possible determinants on why women have been murdered.   

Between 2008 and 2012, some of the presented reasons are the following:  

divorce, jealousy, failure to fulfill the man´s wishes, honor killing, personal 

crises/unemployment, rejection, theft/money/addiction, woman´s own decision-making will 

(financial and social), bodily autonomy, hate crime, sexual assault, enforced suicide. The 

women were murdered by either an (ex-) partner, a relative, father, son, or by unknown men.  
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In the following reports between 2014 and 2021, additional reasons were: 

homophobia/transphobia/biphobia, protecting another woman from femicide.  

From the above-mentioned proclaimed reasons on why an intimate (ex-) partner or a family 

member murdered a woman, I can derive the following topics:  

Shifting gender roles and the increasing autonomy of women in Turkey is regarded as a 

threat to male dominance and prevailing traits of masculinity. Most “proclaimed reasons” can 

be accounted to women´s wish to make decisions for their own lives. Like Audre Lorde who 

argues that “the personal is political”, I argue that no intimate relationship is happening in 

private in contrast to the Eurocentric as well as class-ignoring view of privacy and private 

sphere. I consider all relationships, romantic or platonic, to be political. I therefore reject 

dominant notions of state representatives that these femicides are “family issues” and must be 

dealt in the realm of this unit. This also based on the neo-liberal understanding of “family”. All 

these named reasons must be regarded through an interwoven structure of social and political 

practices. This outcome is also in line with previous research where it has been argued that it is 

“masculinity that is in crisis” (Kandiyoti 201, p. 49) and the shift in power relations regarding 

increasing autonomy of women.  

In the reports of 2015 and 2016, the murders of transwomen are being named explicitly 

meaning that KCDP does not differentiate between women and transwomen and continues to 

argue that trans femicides are equally political and must be fought in the same manner. The fact 

that hatred against homosexual, transsexual and bisexual people is being listed as an additional 

factor, shows that KCDP takes a differentiated approach to the multiply marginalized group of 

women and does not homogenize groups of victims. KCDP´s understanding of femicide thus 

also includes transwomen and bisexual people. This is a crucial outcome regarding the general 

political stance of KCDP and its trans inclusive feminisms. However, the data does not reveal 

any insights on the situation of inter and non-binary people.  

2016´s report illustrates how different lines of conflicts in Turkey overlap and mutually 

reinforce each other. The occurrence of femicides is also being related to major political events 

in Turkey: over the course of only a few months, there has been a coup attempt (leaving 300 

dead), multiple terror attacks and rising violence against the trans community. To illustrate this 

point: Hande Kader´s body was found mutilated and burned in 2016 - a transwoman who has 

been at the front lines of the Istanbul Pride Parades. She was one of the knowns faces of the 

LGBTQAI+ community in Turkey and resisted brutal police violence. Turkey has not only a 

problem with femicides, but also has a much higher rate of transsexual murders than anywhere 

in Europe (Shafak 2016). 
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Main Determinants of Femicides  

In the following, I want to present the analysis of seven newspaper articles from Deutsche Welle 

together with the analysis of eight reports by KCDP between 2014 and 2021. Four of the 

Deutsche Welle articles have been preliminarily analyzed (Akbal 2021a) but will be further 

elaborated on within this scope. The close textual analysis together with my situated knowledge 

helped me to connect the dots and understand the nuances within and between the discourses. 

From the analysis, the following topics emerged:   

 

Gender Roles and Patriarchal Structures 

KCDP voices heavy criticism to leading politicians´ statements regarding “how a woman 

should be” and accuses the fact that no political action is being taken to combat sexual offences, 

rape and femicide.  Especially leading party politicians of the AKP are telling women on how 

to move, how to dress, how to behave and how many children to have. Furthermore, the 

narrative is shaped around the fact that it is the “woman´s career to become a mother and act as 

the primary care giver”. Victims are being blamed after sexual offences, rape and even murder 

with the following statements: “She was wearing a short skirt”, “she used to come to school 

with make-up”, “what was she doing there at 3 am”. To illustrate the mentality of perpetrators 

of sexual violence, more statements were provided: 

“Be careful on how you dress, you are teasing men”, “Aren´t you ashamed to dress like 

this during Ramadan?”, “She was wearing a short skirt, so I got turned on.” 

President Erdoğan frequently devalues women who do not align with the conservative 

notion on how a woman should behave according to “Islamic values”. His statement “a woman 

who refuses to become a mother and take care of her house, will always be missing something, 

she will never be whole” was followed by heavy protests by feminist activist groups with the 

slogan “do not interfere with my clothing” and “every woman is whole, it is your mind which 

is not”. KCDP concludes that “the more AKP talks, the more femicides happen” thereby 

directly accusing the discourse on the role of the women in society, the influence of political 

parties and the normalization of violence.  

These snapshots on politicians´ statement outlay the dominant discourse on gender roles 

and how women are regarded in the wider society.  

In the section on the reasons why perpetrators have murdered women, I have stated that some 

of the proclaimed reasons were because women wanted to take decisions regarding their own 

lives. This also means that some women asked for divorces and wanted to separate from their 

abusive partners. The government took these proclaimed reasons for divorce as an occasion to 
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adopt measures to “preserve the family against divorce”. The message that is being transferred 

by the government is therefore it is not femicides that are problematic, but divorces. This further 

normalizes and institutionalizes the proclaimed reasons on perpetrator levels and might even 

appear as if the government sympathizes with the murderers. By responding to femicides in this 

way, the state reinforces the idea that divorces are bad per se, and they are more worried about 

the raise in divorces than the number of femicides. This thought line is also visible in how the 

state adopts and structures its ministries. There is solely a “Ministry of Family and Social 

Services” that thinks of women in the context of the “family”. This renders women who are not 

married or not aligned to traditional stances on “how a woman should be” invisible. 

Furthermore, it reinforces the idea of women as property and that they cannot exist on their own 

outside the family. KCDP therefore demands a “Ministry for Women” that distinctly addresses 

the needs of women and aiming to achieve gender equality.  

Large parts of the Turkish society are supportive of traditional gender roles and 

especially of male dominance paired with strong anti-feminist notions. Additionally, the state 

reinforces deeply entrenched societal beliefs by their speech and discursive acts of high-ranking 

politicians as mentioned above.  

From this, I conclude that patriarchal structures and gender roles are a major problem 

with regards to femicides. However, I also conclude that the challenging of these gender norms 

and women´s wish for more decision-making power over their own lives and bodies are even 

more crucial. So, it is not only the prevalence of discriminatory gender roles, but also its 

disruption by resistant forces in society.  

 

Gender-based Violence  

KCDP similarly accounts gender-based violence, sexual harassment, and offences as a pre-

condition to the occurrence of femicides. Sexual violence and institutionalized sexism are 

argued to be part of the femicide problem. The reports reveal that in everyday life, women are 

dealing with varying degrees of sexual harassment and gender-based violence particularly in 

the workplace, in public transportation and in their homes by their intimate partners. In some 

cases, these circumstances make women avoid places where harassment is expected. KCDP 

therefore argues that women are being excluded from public life and the labor market. The 

belief that the place of a “good” woman is at “home” is prevalent in Turkish society – so the 

women who put themselves into public life are considered “bad”. There has been attempts to 

make women feel more secure and protect them from gender-based violence in for instance 

separating men and women in public transportation. KCDP denounces “only women buses and 
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taxis” as solution to the problem of sexual harassment and gender-based violence. The solution, 

it is argued, should not be the segregation of sexes. They demand the government not only to 

state that they have “zero tolerance against gender-based violence”, but to also act accordingly 

by implementing policies that protect women in all areas of life. The government constructs an 

idea of what constitutes a good family unit instead of emphasizing and protecting women´s 

rights. To date, there is a stronger emphasis on the preservation of the family than the protection 

of women´s lives. This is also visible in the ministerial structure of Turkey: women are being 

thought in the context of the family in the Ministry of Family and Social Services.  

One of the interesting findings of KCDP is that more and more women are resisting 

gender-based violence, despite the fear of being murdered. In fact, in some cases women did 

get murdered because they resisted their violent perpetrators.  

Gender-based violence and femicide also have effect on children. Therefore, KCDP not 

only stresses women´s rights, but also frequently advocates for children´s rights. This has 

several reasons: children are also affected by and subjected to sexual harassment and rape, child 

marriages are still being undertaken (and partly legitimized by the government), and because 

women who get murdered do leave orphaned children behind. Additionally, KCDP talks about 

school curricula where children are supposedly being brainwashed with religious teaching. 

They demand a call for change in education curricula and refuse the involvement of religion in 

teachings.  

 

Regulatory Landscape 

• State´s Failure to Protect Women, Law Nr. 6284 

KCDP stresses across all reports that the state has a legal obligation to protect women.  

First, because Turkey has signed and ratified the Istanbul Convention that emphasizes the 

state´s role in combating gender-based violence and second because the Turkish legislation has 

subsequently introduced its own law number 6284 with the goal of protecting women and 

preventing violence. The law 6284 regulates many precautions such as the close protection 

towards women and restraining orders of perpetrators, empowering women financially, and 

allowing them to change their credentials. Many of which came into effect as a result of 

women´s organizations advocacy. KCDP argues that if the state implements the law number 

6284 effectively, women can be protected and less women will be victims of gender-based 

violence and femicide. In fact, a lot of victims had previously asked for the state´s protection 

and the state has in most cases failed to fulfill its obligations: in one way or another the 

femicides were already foreseeable. A lot of women were killed while being under state 
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protection and right after or during divorces. The state failed to protect the lives of women. To 

illustrate this by an example: Zeliha Erdemir has been receiving death threats by her ex-husband 

she divorced in 2016. Cem Kara was imprisoned for two month and got out on parole after he 

kidnapped their son. He was then penalized with temporary debarment for three months because 

he kept threatening Zeliha Erdemir. She filed 46 complaints about her ex-husband and said, 

“hear my voice before I die, I do not want to die.” Her ex-husband was ordered to wear an ankle 

monitor – that turned out to be broken. His approach and violent attack that resulted in Zeliha 

Erdemir´s death did therefore go unnoticed by the police.  

 

• Prosecution Agencies 

KCDP accuses the state of covering up femicides intentionally by refusing to provide official 

data. In fact, it is one of the states´ obligations who signed the Istanbul Convention to provide 

data on gender-based violence and femicide. As if it was not enough that the state rejects its 

own obligations, they also denounce the data that is being provided by the KCDP. The state´s 

inefficiency to successfully implement law number 6284 is also connected to prosecution 

agencies and the granting of low sentences to perpetrators due to victim-blaming and a 

“honorable appearance in court” (Kandiyoti 2016, p. 109). KCDP argues that authorized 

institutions clear the way for people who have severe criminal records or penalties to commit a 

crime again by liberating them and showing compassion for the perpetrators.  

 One feminist lawyer for instance stated that women afraid of being murdered by their 

husbands and seeking protecting from the state are being told to go back to their husbands. This 

happens despite the clarity in legal provisions (DW 2019; Akbal 2021a). The lawyer refers to 

the law number 6284 that is set out to protect women. If police and prosecution agencies believe 

and support the story of the perpetrators, there is more reluctance for women to seek help and 

report malpractices to the police (DW 2020b). 

Gender roles and patriarchal structures are interrelated with the political context and the 

way prosecution agencies and the police act. Let us suppose legal obligations are implemented, 

the police still refuses to provide adequate support to women. Quite on the contrary, many 

women do not trust prosecution agencies and regard them as an additional hazard. It is a vicious 

cycle in which endangered women are hesitant to report to the authorities (DW 2019, 2020a, 

2020b, 2021a). In addition to this, it is being suspected that some unsolved cases of femicides 

are being concealed as suicides even though forensic evidence contradicts this narration (DW 

2021a). The number of actual femicides as reported by KCDP might therefore be inaccurate as 

they also account for women who have been found suspiciously dead.  
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• Istanbul Convention 

Amnesty International Turkey Director Ece Unver declared the withdrawal from the Istanbul 

Convention as a disaster for millions of women and children living in Turkey (DW 2021e). 

Nationwide protests have erupted following the decision to withdraw from the Convention. 

Most of them were violently confronted by the police. Which has once been regarded as a 

landmark resolution to combat gender-based violence is now being seen as a threat to traditional 

“family values” and claimed to encourage “immoral lifestyles” and homosexuality. The debate 

has therefore constantly shifted and changed. Erdoğan is accused of trying to align with 

hardliners in his party to be able to reenergize his conservative voter base. Remarkably 

however, even conservative women have poured into the streets and protested this decision 

(ibid.). It stands to reason that Erdoğan has taken this decision for tactical and political reasons 

to secure votes in economically and politically instable times. Similarly, Family, Labour and 

Social Policies Minister Zehra Zumrut Selcuk has also justified this decision by stating: "The 

guarantee of women's rights are the current regulations in our bylaws, primarily our 

Constitution. Our judicial system is dynamic and strong enough to implement new regulations 

as needed” (DW 2021d). The fact that this statement is coming from a woman further highlights 

the differences between those women who are disproportionally affected by structural violence 

because they neither have the material nor political strength to fight it and those who benefit 

career-wise for adopting the stance of a male-dominated government. Accordingly, women are 

not necessarily each other’s supporters and friends just because they are women. Additionally, 

the argument that national regulations are enough to protect women from gender-based violence 

is in sharp contrast to KCDP reports´ that accuse the government of not being able to implement 

its own national law.   

Prior to the withdrawal decision from the Istanbul Convention, heated conversations 

revolved around the Convention´s conflict with “traditional family structures”. The Convention 

has been framed as a “threat to the country´s traditions” and a lot of attempts have been made 

to undermine efforts for implementation (DW 2020a). On online platforms, these notions about 

the Convention resonated with many people further supporting anti-feminist notion in dominant 

society groups. Interestingly though, KCDP reports that only 7% of the population were in favor 

of leaving the Istanbul Convention. A great majority of conservative women are also in favor 

of the Istanbul Convention (Aksoy 2021). It therefore remains open on how big the influence 

of hardliner Islamist positions is on the general direction the Turkish government takes.   

In line with the ruling party positions, the pro-government journalist Fatma Gülsen Kocak does 

neither regard abusive men as the problem nor structural factors but insists that violence must 
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be handled in the context of the family and that the state must stay out.  She continues by 

claiming that the Convention is incompatible with “their” faith, culture, and traditions (DW 

2020c). Whenever a femicide happens, the politicians have prompt condemnation talks, 

individualizing each femicide and disregarding political action. Despite public responses to 

brutal femicides, president Recep Tayyip Erdoğan considers the Convention as not rightful, 

accusing it of reversing gender roles and normalizing homosexuality (DW 2020b). The Istanbul 

Convention, Turkey had a major part in conceptualizing, has become this kind of target of 

political actions and eventually led to the fact that Turkey withdrew from it altogether. This 

decision can be regarded as a strategy of Erdoğan to remain in power. He attempts to reactivate 

his conservative voter base, searches for new allies in the Islamist field, and strengthens his 

image as a leader, ready to oppress anyone challenging his authority (Aksoy 2021). It is 

therefore less of an ideological reason and the supposed belief that the Convention “normalizes 

homosexuality”, but rather a political tool to remain in power.  

 

Wider Political Context and Will 

Across all articles, the Istanbul Convention is emphasized as a vital tool, yet solely valuable in 

theory. In practice, it lacks political will for its application and implementation, leaving women 

who need assistance and protection behind (DW 2019). The judiciary and the government are 

being taken accountable and it is expected that action is being taken on different levels of the 

spectrum. Withdrawing from the Convention sent an alarming sign to those people who based 

their argumentation on the legal grounds that Turkey committed itself to.  

Furthermore, the analysis revealed that there are no official statistics. How come that in 

a country with striking numbers of femicide, the government refuses to officially count them? 

KCDP draws a clear connection between authoritarian measures and aggressive war politics 

and the number of femicides that doubled during the “emergency period.” In 2016, after the 

attempted coup, the government declared the emergency state in which absolute state 

repressions reached new peaks. Furthermore, KCDP criticizes the governments ideological 

proximity to the so-called “Islamic State” and the normalization of cruelties that are being 

enforced by them. KCDP continues to advocate for laicism and secularism.  

 

Repression and Resistance  

Following the decision of the government to step down from the Istanbul Convention, KCDP 

mobilized thousands of women and allies protesting this decision. Violent setbacks from the 

police has not deterred the masses to show up repeatedly. In addition, some of the femicide 
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cases that have been clarified and prosecuted, are the outcome and victory of the ongoing 

pressure of civil society and women´s organizations protesting misconduct by politicians and 

the judiciary. KCDP has been very successful in gaining visibility and putting gender-based 

violence and femicide on the agenda of everyday political resistance. They have adopted an 

integral and intersectional approach to the problem of femicides. This is also visible in their 

activities: They have created Women´s Assemblies, Worker´s Women´s assemblies and 

LGBTIQ+ Assemblies where they organize different groups of women. These organization 

units illustrate not only KCDP´s class-consciousness, but also their distinctive approach 

regarding sexual orientations and gender identities. Throughout their activism, they are 

emphasizing their fight for the multiply burdened women in the workspace, in the domestic and 

public sphere. Furthermore, their activities and unification against the major problem of 

femicide seem to have created a “collective subjectivity” (Altuntaş 2019, p. 52) valuing 

difference and seeing its potential. As Audre Lorde says, it is about “learning how to take our 

differences and make them strengths” (Lorde 1984, p. 111). 

 

6. Discussion  

The analysis has shown that the initial inquiry on why femicides are on the rise in Turkey is a 

crucial question to investigate against the background of steadily rising cases. The outcomes 

area clearly connected to previous research where aspects of gender roles, patriarchy, changing 

status of women in society and the importance of politics has been discussed.  

The contribution of this paper mainly lies in the fact that resistant discourses have been 

analyzed and reasonable conclusions drawn: The analysis revealed that femicides must indeed 

be framed through the social, political, and gendered context of Turkey. Changing gender roles 

and the prevalence of patriarchal structures, gender-based violence, the regulatory landscape 

(state´s failure to protect women, prosecution agencies, Istanbul Convention) as well as the 

wider political context and will are amongst the main determinants for the occurrence and 

steady rise in femicides in Turkey. The aspects are inherently related to each other and cannot 

be regarded in isolation. As much as repression affects resistance and vice versa, the 

determinants also influence each other. Nevertheless, I do regard the wider political context and 

will and the general stance that the incumbent party take as one of the most crucial factors to 

understand the normalization of femicides and gender-based violence. Therefore, I conclude 

that the political determinants must be assessed with the lens of preserving power, exerting 

domination and always in relation to contemporary political dynamics. The political 

atmosphere of authoritarianism, fear and oppression are linked to social processes in any society 
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– in the context of Turkey this becomes visible in rising violence against women and the 

occurrence of femicides. In this regard, it is crucial to demand political accountability and 

concrete steps from the Turkish government. Since opposition forces within the parliamentary 

system are being increasingly criminalized, it becomes more and more evident that social unrest 

and the upheaval of women´s rights groups are essential to put pressure on the government.  

 

7. Conclusion and Recommendations for Further Research  

This thesis has set out to understand why femicides are on the rise in Turkey since 2008. The 

topic is an urgent field of feminist inquiry, and its necessity has been identified with relation to 

previous research on femicides. The commitment to the topic has been illustrated by my 

speaking position and the solidarity for feminist struggles and the wish to end gender-based 

violence and femicides by increasing the pressure on the Turkish state. The starting point has 

been the acknowledgment that there is no single-issue answer to this complex question and that 

all determinants are interrelated, interconnected and interdependent. I have adopted an integral, 

intersectional and decolonial approach thereby proposing a new methodology: a contextual 

intersectional analysis. I have analyzed newspaper articles as well as data provided by the 

platform KCDP to assess the dynamics of repression and resistance.   

The outcomes of the study are that changing gender roles, the prevalence of patriarchal 

structures, gender-based violence, the regulatory landscape (state´s failure to protect women, 

prosecution agencies, Istanbul Convention) as well as the wider political context and will are 

crucial to understand femicides in Turkey.  

Future research can analyze the resistant discourses in relation to what kind of feminism 

they represent investigating for instance first, second and third wave of feminisms and the rise 

in alternative feminisms. Feminist movements can be assessed in what potential they have in 

overcoming obstacles to unification albeit different positions and the ability to include women 

from conservative backgrounds in their political activism. Additionally, the relevance of 

masculinities regarding femicides can further be elaborated upon.  

Furthermore, future research can examine how the Kurdish question as the main political 

conflict line in Turkey influences feminist activism and in what relation they stand to each 

other.  

Regarding methodological approaches, I urge future researchers to elaborate on a new 

method that surpasses the traditional discourse analysis. I have already started in moving in this 

direction in the present study, but more time is needed to further elaborate on this. 
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